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1001 Easy German Phrases contains basic words and phrases that are useful
for communication when traveling in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland,
which is where German is most commonly spoken. In addition, German is
still widely understood-and spoken-in eastern France (Lorraine and Alsace)
and northern Italy ("Siidtirol" ).

This book will also assist you with understanding German's structural
qualities, such as grammar and syntax, as well as enabling you to express
your needs and handle situations when traveling in any of the countries and
regions mentioned above. While this book is tailored to your needs as a
traveler, it is not intended as a comprehensive guide to the German
language. However, since the material presented is not cumulative, you may
pick and choose the chapter or section that is most useful to you in any
given situation.

Hochdeutsch vs. Dialekt

People new to the German language may be in for a big surprise after
arriving in Austria, Germany, or Switzerland for the first time, because the
German they hear may not exactly match the German they expected to hear.
Although standard German, or Hochdeutsch [HOCH-doytsh], is taught in
schools and used in business, social, and tourist-related situations, there
always comes a time when you suddenly experience "Bahnhof" sensation of
words coming at you like the noise at a train station! You have come face to
face with one of the many dozens of dialects of German.

Hochdeutsch is the result of efforts to synchronize the many different
regional variants that have existed since the early Middle Ages in the
German-speaking parts of Europe. Faced with the multitude of different
German dialects that obstructed communication among inhabitants from
different German-speaking regions, people realized the need to come up



with a standardized version that would be understood by all. So, thanks to
Hochdeutsch, newspapers, books, and other publications from Hamburg to
Vienna all display the same language, despite minor regional variations.
The regional dialects have not ceased to exist, however, and when residents
of the Austrian state of Tyrol, for example, speak among themselves, they
are not using Hochdeutsch, but their regional dialect. Similarly, if you visit
a local pub in a small coastal town in Northern Germany, you will hear
people speak in "Plattdeutsch," or you will hear "Bairisch" spoken in the
southern and southeastern parts of Germany, including the city of Munich.
And anyone who has spent more than a day in German Switzerland knows
that the spoken language, "Schwyzerdutsch" [SHVY-tseh-dootsh], is quite
different from the Hochdeutsch used in Swiss newspapers or heard on
Swiss TV and radio stations.

Pronunciation

Note that the phonetic transcription provided for each word and phrase is
modeled closely after the sound and pronunciation patterns of English. In
the tables that follow, you will find a description of German sounds that
differ from English sounds. Together with the information provided in the
section "Phonetic Transcription," this information will help you with the
pronunciation of German words, phrases, and sentences.

A Brief Guide to German Sounds

Below you will find a brief description of German sounds that are markedly
different from English. Sounds that are similar to ones found in English are
not listed.





Phonetic Transcription

The numbered entries below are arranged in a consistent manner that
includes the English phrase, its German translation, and a phonetic
transcription. The phonetic transcription is intended to help you get a feel
for how the German words and phrases you see printed here will sound, and
is based on sounds that you are familiar with from the English language.
Transcriptions appear in boldface, and are broken down into syllables
separated by dashes; words are separated by spaces. Syllables in uppercase
letters are stressed, while those in lowercase letters are not stressed (e.g.,
minister [MIN-is-tah]).



Try to get a feel for how to pronounce the phrase by practicing it.

Creating Phrases

You will also find it easy to form additional phrases and sentences using the
ones provided. In instances where this is possible, simply use one of the
alternatives listed below the example sentence.

In the Appendix, you will find more useful information on how to form
sentences in German.

Unlike English, German has formal and informal registers of address.
These are indicated in the choice of the subject pronoun and the form of the
verb. "Sie" is both the plural and singular second-person formal, while "ihr"
and "du" are the informal plural and the informal singular second-person
forms, respectively. Use the formal form of address for people whom you
do not know well or who are older than you, and reserve the informal one
for family, friends, and, in general, people under the age of sixteen. While
Americans prefer to be informal in many situations, Germans prefer to
interact formally. In the phrases throughout this book, you will find



examples of both formal and informal forms of address. Take a look at the
examples below.

Can you tell me where the nearest travel agency is?

When talking to one or more strangers, you would say:

When talking to a group of two or more people you know, or to a group
of children or adolescents, you would say:

When talking to only one of your friends or family members, or a child
or adolescent, you might say:

To show politeness, greet a shopkeeper or hotel employee with "Guten
Tag" instead of "Hallo" or "Tag." The final two expressions should be used
with family and friends.

Unlike in the United States, people in Germany prefer to refer to
themselves in a more impersonal way. This is particularly true when
making general statements about a group of people-unless a German is
speaking specifically about a group that includes her or him. Thus, while
you expect to hear Germans use the subject pronoun "wir" (which



corresponds to the English "we"), you will hear them frequently use the
pronoun "man" instead.

The gender of a noun usually has nothing to do with its biological status
as female or male. While an adult male is indicated with "der" and an adult
female with "die," such easy correspondences end there. A German girl, for
example, is "das Madchen," taking the neuter article. Although there are
some rules for classifying nouns into one of the three genders (e.g., nouns
ending in -ling are always masculine; nouns ending in -ion are always
feminine; and nouns ending in -lein are always neuter), gender assignment
generally is arbitrary, and it is imperative to memorize the article along with
the noun. Finally, when referring to groups of mixed gender, German uses
the plural article "die" in the nominative and accusative cases.

German nouns have masculine and feminine forms when they refer to
nationality, profession, character, or appearance. For example, der
Amerikaner refers to an American man; die Amerikanerin refers to an
American woman. Other examples include der Ingenieurldie Ingenieurin
(the engineer), der Schone/die Schone (the beauty), der Zauberer/die
Zauberin (the magician). In such cases in this book, you will find listed both
the masculine and feminine forms of the noun. When describing yourself,
use the appropriate form of the noun, either masculine or feminine.
Germans, when giving their nationality or profession, drop the article from
the noun. For example, „ich bin Deutsche" (I am German; female); „ich bin
Deutscher" (I am German; male). Or, ,,ich bin Lehrerin" (I am a teacher;
female); „ich bin Lehrer" (I am a teacher; male). The dropping of the article
occurs in second- and third-person forms, as well.

 



GREETINGS, INTRODUCTIONS, AND SOCIAL CONVERSATION























MAKING YOURSELF UNDERSTOOD

When approaching a stranger to ask a question, remember to show
politeness by starting with "Entschuldigen Sie, bitte" [ent-SHOOLdig-en-
zee-BIT-te] when addressing an unfamiliar person or a supervisor, or saying
"Entschuldige, bitte" [ent-SHOOL-dig-e-BIT-te] when addressing a friend
or a person younger than sixteen.









USEFUL WORDS AND EXPRESSIONS

















DESCRIBING YOURSELF AND OTHERS











DIFFICULTIES AND REPAIRS











NUMBERS AND TELLING TIME

In Germany and other German-speaking countries, the 24-hour-clock
system is used for transportation schedules as well as other official
situations (for example, radio, television, and newspapers). Seven o'clock in
the morning would be given as "7 Uhr morgens" [ZEE-ben OO-ah MOR-
gens], whereas seven o'clock at night would be "19 Uhr" [NOIN-tsehn 00-
ah]. An easy way to convert the 24-hour clock to the American clock is to
subtract 12 from the hours of the afternoon and evening.

When telling time informally, Germans use "Viertel nach" [FEER-tl
NAKH], "Viertel vor" [FEER-tl FAW-a], and "halb" [HALP] to indicate
times other than the full hour. "Viertel nach" means "a quarter past" and
"viertel vor" means "a quarter to" the hour. "Halb" indicates that one is "half
way" to the next hour. So, "viertel nach drei" means "a quarter after three,"
while "halb vier" means three-thirty, and "viertel vor vier" means "a quarter
to four."

When talking informally, Germans often drop "Minuten" and "Uhr" when
giving the time. Thus, "zehn Minuten nach sieben Uhr" can be shortened to
"zehn nach sieben."







TALKING ABOUT TIME OF DAY, DAYS OF THE WEEK, AND
MONTHS









TALKING ABOUT THE WEATHER AND SEASONS





 



TRAVEL: GENERAL VOCABULARY AND EXPRESSIONS







TICKETS







TRAVELING BY CAR









AIR TRAVEL







CUSTOMS AND BAGGAGE



TRAVELING BY TRAIN







TAKING THE BUS





TAXI !







TAKING THE SUBWAY



TRAVELING ON TWO WHEELS



TRAVELING ON FOOT





AT THE HOTEL







 



How people talk about mealtimes may vary in German-speaking countries.
In all German-speaking countries die Mahlzeiten (meals) consist of das
Friihstiick (breakfast), das Mittagessen (lunch) and das Abendessen
(dinner). In Austria, a Jause (a meal or snack consisting of bread, cold cuts,
and cheese, or sometimes even a layer cake or a piece of strudel) is added to
the meal choices, usually between breakfast and lunch or in the evening.
Similarly, in Bavaria there is a mid-morning or late-afternoon meal called
"Brotzeit." In Switzerland, a late-afternoon snack at about four o'clock
called Zvieri is composed of sausages or ham with pickles and bread served
with hard cider or beer. For those who prefer lighter eating, the Zvieri might
consist of bread and butter, served either with Milchkaffee (cafe an lait) or
tea. For those with a sweeter tooth, simple cakes or buns are an alternative.

Germans throughout the country like to have a Kaffeklatsch (literally,
coffee gossip), either at home or in one of the many Konditoreien (pastry
shops) and Kaffeehauser (coffee houses) that offer mouthwatering pastries,
cookies, layer cakes, strudels, eclairs, and more). Austria, and its capital,
Vienna, in particular, is famous for its long-standing and ritualized
Kaffeehaus tradition. Viennese people can spend hours in a Kaffeehaus,
reading the paper, composing letters and poems, or enjoying one of the
many dishes offered.

Lunch and dinner are fairly similar affairs in all German-speaking
countries, either consisting of meat, a side dish such as potatoes, dumplings
or rice, or sausages and potato salad with sauerkraut. Where the tradition
still calls fora large lunch, dinner is considerably smaller.

The cuisine of northern Germany is greatly influenced by its proximity to
the Scandinavian countries and the Netherlands. Due to the damp, cold



climate, northern Germans have a taste for thick soups, pickled and smoked
meats and fish, dried fruits, smoked bacon, sour cream, and many dishes
containing goose meat and eel. One famous delicacy is the Labskaus: a one-
dish meal of meat and fish plus vegetables that originated as a sailor's
specialty. A favorite throughout Germany is the Schlachtplatte, literally
"slaughter plate," with its variety of meats and sausages served with bread,
pickles, and cold beer.

Don't leave Switzerland without enjoying either one of the gastronomic
masterpieces Swiss cuisine is famous for namely, the raclette and the cheese
fondue. The former consists of mountain cheese melted before a special
heater or an open fire and served with a crunchy sweet pickled gherkin and
a few pickled onions. The final touch in both flavor and texture is a boiled
potato. A cheese fondue is essentially cheese melted in wine or cider and
lightly seasoned with garlic and a splash of Kirsch (cherry schnapps).
Diners dip chunks of crusty bread into the melted cheese mixture. At the
end of the meal, a tasty crust of cheese will have formed at the bottom of
the pot which is served to all, together with hot tea to complete the fondue
dinner.

TALKING ABOUT MEALTIMES AND EATING:
GENERAL EXPRESSIONS









DINING OUT









MENU: GENERAL ITEMS



BREAKFAST FOOD

Breakfast in Germany is a serious matter. Germans like a hearty breakfast,
and it's simply too delicious to skip. It pays to look for accommodation that
includes a breakfast buffet: "Friihstiick inbegriffen."Usually, the larger the
hotel, the more diverse the breakfast selection. However, even a smaller
hotel or a family-run "Gasthaus" (inn) will usually provide a very decent



breakfast. The advantage of a large breakfast is that you don't have to spend
so much for lunch, or you can even skip it altogether.

The breakfast choices include bacon, sausage, ham, cold cuts, eggs,
cereals, cheeses, marmalades, jellies, jams, and fruits, along with a selection
of German breads, including rolls made with seeds and nuts, whole-grain or
white. Are you hungry yet? Some top-flight hotels also offer fresh tomatoes
or other seasonal vegetables, exotic fruits, and cold meats and fish, such as
chicken, roast beef, or smoked salmon.

So, develop an appetite for breakfast and start practicing your German! In
the end, after you've enjoyed your breakfast, you might want to pay a
compliment to the server or manager by saying, "das Essen war sehr gut!"







APPETIZERS, LUNCH ITEMS AND SALAD







MAIN COURSE





FRUITS AND VEGETABLES









DESSERT

In all German-speaking countries, desserts are served as part of a meal such
as lunch or dinner or constitute the main feature in the afternoon snack, the
"Kaffeeklatsch" or "Zvierie." A wide variety of "Kuchen," "Torten,"
"Strudel," and other pastries are served on these occasions, most commonly
made with fresh fruit. Apples, plums, strawberries, blueberries, and cherries
are used regularly in cakes and strudels. "Kasekuchen," or cheesecake, is
also very popular, often made with Quark, a kind of curd cheese, and fresh
cream. Schwarzwalder Kirschtorte, Black Forest cake, made with cherries,
is one of the bright stars in the layer-cake constellation, as is Sachertorte,
Sacher cake, made with a peach-jelly filling.



German doughnuts are made of yeast dough with jam or other fillings
and are known as "Berliner," "Kreppel" or "Krapfen," depending on the
region. "Eierkuchen" or "Pfannkuchen" are large and thin pancakes,
comparable to French crepes. They are covered with sugar, jam or syrup. In
some regions, "Eierkuchen" are filled and then wrapped; in Austria and
southern Germany, they are baked in the oven, cut into small pieces and
arranged in a heap, called "Kaiserschmarrn."

In northern Germany, "Rote Griitze," a kind of red fruit pudding made
with berries and cherries, then cooked in jelly and served with cream,
vanilla sauce, milk or whipped cream, is very popular. Variations on the
theme are "Rhabarbergrutze" (rhubarb pudding) and "Griine Griitze"
(gooseberry pudding). Germans are also fond of "Fruchtsalat" (fruit salad),
ice cream, or sorbets for dessert. Italian-run ice cream parlors, found on
every corner in the summer, serve the best ice cream in Germany, and
"Pistazie" (pistachio), "Stracciatella" (whipped frozen cream with chocolate
chunks), and "Spaghetti" (vanilla ice cream with strawberry syrup) are
among the favorite flavors.





BEVERAGES







 



HOUSES OF WORSHIP



FRIENDS AND SOCIAL NETWORKING





SIGHTSEEING

Most German towns have a local Fremdenverkehrsamt (tourist office) that
is an excellent resource for travelers. Don't hesitate to pay a visit. The staff
is usually eager to suggest local attractions, recommend interesting
excursions, and provide you with helpful maps, brochures and other useful
information that will help you make the most of your time there.











HOBBIES





SPORTS



 



BANKING AND MONEY



SHOPPING

















































MEASUREMENTS





COLORS



 



If you are feeling under the weather while traveling, make your first stop at
the "Apotheke" (the pharmacy). A German pharmacy is quite different from
its American counterpart, as it is possible in Germany to consult a
pharmacist before contacting a physician. At the pharmacy, you'll be able to
get advice, fill prescriptions, and buy over-the-counter medications. Unlike
in the United States, these medications aren't available in supermarkets. If
you need after-hours attention, look for a "Notapotheke" or a
"Nachtapotheke," which must be open 24 hours according to German law.
Regular pharmacies should have a sign posted that identifies the closest
after-hours pharmacy. German pharmacies are easily recognized by the red
letter "A" with a stylized snake and bowl.

AT THE PHARMACY







AT THE DRUGSTORE

In Germany, you usually buy cosmetics and items related to personal
hygiene at a "Drogeriemarkt," or simply "Drogerie." This establishment is
reminiscent of an American drugstore chain, but it does not have
prescription or non-prescription medications for sale.







SEEING A DOCTOR













SEEING A DENTIST





SEEING AN OPTOMETRIST

 



POST OFFICE



TELEPHONE







INTERNET, ELECTRONICS, AND COMPUTERS

In order to operate electronic equipment via a charger in Germany, Austria,
and Switzerland, you will need an adapter that can handle 220/240 V. You
should acquire one prior to your trip. Electronics supply stores usually carry
adapters suited for international travel.





• Most German-speakers pronounce "@" ("at") in part of an address as "at."

• German makes a distinction between a plain battery (Batterie) and a
rechargeable battery (Akku). Most computer batteries are Akkus.

• SMS, or short message service, is a wireless phone text service popular in
Germany that allows for the exchange of short text messages. The verb is
"simsen" (to send a text message).





 



If you want to pepper your speech with idioms, typical German proverbs, or
some juicy slang expressions, take a look at the entries below and start
practicing right away, because "Ubung macht den Meister" (practice makes
perfect)!

PROVERBS











IDIOMATIC EXPRESSIONS





COGNATES

Cognates are words in two languages that share a similar meaning, spelling,
and pronunciation. Since German and English share a great deal of
linguistic history, there is an abundance of cognates. Cognates are useful to
know when traveling in a German-speaking country. The list below gives
the hundred most-common cognates-they look like the English word, and
they have almost exactly the same meaning.

Aktiv, alle, der Arm, backen, beginnen, bevor, binden, bitter, blind, blond,
brauen, bringen, der Bulle, der Bus, die Butter, direkt, der Doktor/die
Doktorin, das Drama, die Droge, der Dung, das Eis, elektrisch, Ende, fein,
fett, die Flamme; die Form, das Gold, Golf, das Gramm, das Gras,
gratulieren, die Gruppe, der Hammer, die Hand, hangen, hier, hindern, das
Hotel, der Humor, ideal, intelligent, das Kabel, die Kamera, das Kilo, der
Knoten, kompliziert, kosten, der Kredit, die Kritik, die Kultur, die Lampe,
lernen, die Lippe, die Liste, der Liter, die Maschine, die Maus, die Medizin,
das Metall, der Meter, mild, die Million, modern, der Moment, die Musik,



der Name, nervos, packen, das Papier, die Pause, der Plan, die Polizei, die
Qualitat, der Rest, das Resultat, das Rezept, der Sand, der Schuh, das
Schwein, die Sekunde, singen, sinken, die Sorte, der Sport, stinken, die
Summe, die Temperatur, das Tempo, der Text, der Titel, die Tradition,
trinken, die Universitat, warm, wenn, wild, der Wind, der Winter, der Zoo.

INTERJECTIONS



SLANG

The following slang expressions are commonly used in informal
conversation.The standard English equivalent of the English slang word
appears at the end of the first sentence, where appropriate.







 



Nouns

Articles and Gender

As in English, German has two categories of article, definite and indefinite.
The English definite article "the" corresponds to the German articles "der,"
"die," "das" (singular) and "die" (plural) in the nominative case. When you
learn a new word, try to learn the gender-identifying article with it.

The English indefinite articles "a" and "an" correspond to the German
articles "ein" (m. and n.) and "eine" (f.). Look at the examples below.

Gender, Case, and Number

German has four cases: nominative, genitive, dative, and accusative. In the
chart below, note how articles and nouns change according to case:



Adjectives

As in English, adjectives in the final position of a German sentence do not
change from their original form and are not influenced by the gender, case,



or number of any of the nouns in the sentence. Take a look at these
examples:

As in English, German adjectives are placed directly before the nouns
they modify:

Unlike English, German adjectives preceding, and thus modifying, a noun
must agree with its gender, case, and number. Also, a slight adjustment to
the appearance of the adjective may sometimes be necessary to achieve this
agreement.

Depending on the case and number of the noun, the definite articles used
can be "der," "die," "das," "den," "dem,"or "des." When the adjective
preceding the noun is combined with a definite article, the adjective ending
is either -e or -en. Take a look at the chart below.

Definite article with adjective and noun (singular and plural):



Depending on the case and number of the noun, the indefinite articles
used can be "ein " "eine," "einem," "eines," "einer," or "einen." When the
adjective is paired with an indefinite article, then the adjective ending is
either -e, -es, -er, or -en. Take a look at the chart below.



Indefinite article with adjective and noun (only singular):

Adverbs



As in English, adverbs in German follow the verb they modify, but, unlike
English, there is no difference in form between a German adjective and its
corresponding adverb.

Subject pronouns

Sometimes you might hear German speakers using "man" (one) rather
than "wir" for "we."

Verbs

Conjugation

The following present-tense conjugations are useful, as all three verbs are
used frequently in everyday conversation.

Haben: to have



Sein: to be

Machen: to do

Commands (Imperatives)

In German, there are three different verb forms for the imperative or
command form, corresponding to the three different forms of "you": the
informal "du" (singular) and "ihr" (plural), and the formal "Sie" (singular
and plural).



Word Order

Just as in English, the word order in German follows the pattern S (subject)-
V (verb)-O (object).

Negation

In order to make a sentence negative, place the word "nicht" after the part
you wish to negate.

Since in the above sentence you wish to stress the fact that it is the hotel
you do not see, place the "nicht" right after "das Hotel."



Extended Word Order

If you want to add time, manner, and place to a sentence, maintain the
following order:

In German, the core of a sentence is the conjugated verb, which is always
in second position. Thus, when you add components such as time, manner,
or place to the beginning of a sentence-which is also known as position 1-
you need to reverse the subject and the verb in order to maintain the verb's
position.

If you have two or more verbs in a sentence, the conjugated verb stays in
second position, while all other verbs are in the final position
(unconjugated) at the end of the sentence.

Dependent Clauses



In a dependent clause, the conjugated verb always goes at the end of the
clause. A dependent clause is always separated by a comma from the main
clause.

Now switch gears and whet your appetite for your upcoming trip by
checking out the resources that follow.

 



[current at time of publication]

Goethe Institute-the pre-eminent resource on everything German

http://www.goethe.de/enindex.htm

German News, Info, Online Language Learning, German Radio

http://www.dw-world.de/

German Language, Culture, Books, Lessons, Vocabulary, DVDs, Blogs,
Chat, and more!

http://www.aboutgerman.net/index.htm

Official web site for travel planning of the German National Tourist Office

http://www.cometogermany.com

Open Source Travel Guide

http://wlkitravel.org/en/Germany

Germany Flights and Travel Guide

http://www.cheapflights.com/flight-guide-to-germany/

Travel information including Background Notes, entry and exit
requirements, safety and security, crime, health and transport.

Germany Travel Advice

http://www.fco.gov.uk/en/travel-and-living-abroad/travel-advice



Travels Through Germany

http://www.travelsthroughgermany.com/

Germany Vacations, Tourism, and Travel Reviews

http://www.tripadvisor.com/Tourism-gl87275-Germany-Vacations .html

Online dictionary

http://Dict.leo.org
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